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ABSTRACT
In recent years, various means of improving the quality of speech
recognition lexicons by augmenting them with pronunciation
variants and phonological rules have been explored.

Alternative pronunciations can be generated using a
Dynamic Programming (DP) approach, whereby different
pronunciations of a word are compiled and any significant
pronunciations extracted. However, such approaches do not
compensate for co-articulation or Hidden Markov Model (HMM)
misclassifications occurring in the observed phone sequence.
Hence, the lexicon may contain poorly defined or spurious
pronunciations.

This paper proposes a novel means of automatically
compiling pronunciation alternatives, through an approach which
removes co-articulation effects and HMM misclassifications.
This is accomplished through a probabilistic expansion of the
observed pronunciations, using statistical information of how
likely the observed pronunciation has been subjected to the
aforementioned effects.

The approach, when applied to the TIMIT database was
found to improve the quality of the pronunciations generated
using a DP based approach.

1. INTRODUCTION
The lexicon is essential to the operation of any non-trivial speech
recognition system, not only specifying the vocabulary of the
system but also relating each word to its expression in terms of
more simple acoustic units (typically phonemes).

Traditionally, lexicons were constructed by phoneticians
who provided what might be considered an ideal or correct
pronunciation for a given word. This type of lexicon, if employed
within a speech recognition system, implicitly assumes that each
word will be pronounced as if clearly spoken by a trained
speaker, possibly leaving short pauses between each word.
Whilst this is a reasonable assumption for many of the early
speech recognition systems which employed ‘clean speech’ it is
certainly not a valid assumption for more sophisticated systems,
catering for untrained speakers or supporting natural speech. For
example in spontaneous speech recognition tasks it has been
estimated that around 40% of all words are not pronounced as
would be expected by a standard lexicon [1]. Evidently, if the
lexicon does not accurately model how words are expressed in
terms of more simple acoustic units, then the net result will be a
lower overall word recognition accuracy.

Given the above speech production variations, it has been a
goal of researchers to determine ways in which the lexicon may
be extended to account for different word pronunciations, taking
into account the mechanisms through which the differences arise,
as follows.

2. METHODS OF IMPROVING THE LEXICON
The approaches used by researchers towards improving the
lexicon mainly center around the extraction and employment of
two different types of information, namely alternative
pronunciations of a particular word and phonological rules.

It is assumed that different accents, anatomical differences
or speaking habits can effectively be seen as changing the
pronunciation of certain words. Hence, in order to model such
effects it is only necessary to introduce alternative pronunciations
for those words that are likely to be pronounced differently.

To a degree, proposed lexicon improvement techniques tend
not to introduce new information sources, but rather to show how
alternative pronunciations and phonological rules may be
collected and employed to better model the relationship between
words and their corresponding sub-word representations.
Initially, supervised approaches requiring human direction were
adopted, whereby an expert was needed to determine which
rules/pronunciations should be employed.

Whilst it is well recognised that improved recognition
accuracies result if human experts are involved in this process, it
is also widely recognised that this process is mostly infeasible.
Given the large size of modern speech databases it is not
practicable to employ expert driven approaches. Recent
approaches automated this process, removing the need for any
form of human provided, expert knowledge. The automation of
the lexical formation process has only recently been introduced
[2,3], and as such has considerable scope for improvement, as
will be shown.

2.1 Automatic determination of pronunciation alternatives
Various techniques have been proposed concerning how
pronunciation alternatives can be automatically determined, most
of which rely upon the DP segmentation. Generation of lexicon
alternatives through the use of a DP procedure is relatively
straightforward. By using the DP algorithm to best map the
observed phone sequence onto the expected phone sequence it is
then possible to determine the observed phone sequence that
relates to the expected phone sequence of a particular word [4].
Once lists of different pronunciations of a particular word have
been extracted, new pronunciations are typically determined by
selecting those pronunciations that exceed a certain threshold
(e.g. minimum number of occurrences). For example, Fosler, et.
al. [5] accepted any pronunciations that occurred with at least
frequency t, whereas Ravishankar & Eskenazi [6] accepted
pronunciations that occurred at least twenty times or accounted
for at least 5% of the total occurrences of the pronunciations of
that word.
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2.2. Limitations of the Existing Approaches
Such techniques remove the need for expert human supervision,
and therefore are easily extended to new and larger databases, for
which it would be impractical to use a non-automatic approach.
However, it is recognised that automated approaches tend to only
provide marginal performance increases [7,3]. The reason is that
too few rules/pronunciation alternatives provide insufficient
coverage of possible alternations, whereas too many entails
overgeneralization which not only increases the complexity of
the decoder process, but also the amount of confusability.

Byrne, et. al. [7] remark that apart from pronunciation
alternatives, co-articulation effects, etc. the HMM also plays an
important role in introducing errors, in that due to poor model
estimation the HMM might be likely to confuse one phone with
another. solving

3. AN IMPROVED DP MATCH PROCEDURE
In [8] the authors attempted to improve the quality of the DP
generated co-articulation rules by solving a problem identified
within the DP match whereby spurious mappings between an
expected and observed phone sequence might be introduced. The
spurious matches arose as, typically within the DP match, one
penalty is used for all insertions, another for all deletions and a
third penalty for all substitutions. Based upon the use of such
penalties it was found that, in general, a number of equi-probable
mappings between the expected and observed phone sequence
could be found. However, some of the matches might be
undesirable if subjected to further scrutiny (entailing that if a
more precise knowledge of the probabilities of phone insertions,
deletions and substitutions were available then a smaller subset
of possible mappings would be obtained).

As the DP match is used to generate differences between the
observed and expected phone sequences, the effectiveness of any
subsequent processing strongly depends upon the quality of the
DP produced mappings.

In order to improve the quality of the mappings produced by
the DP procedure, it was proposed that each specific insertion,
deletion or substitution for a given phone context, be assigned a
probability of occurrence based upon the relative frequency with
which it is observed to occur. This permits a more accurate
assessment of how the observed phone sequence best maps onto
the expected phone sequence.

The phone substitution, insertion and deletion statistics were
obtained through an iterative application of the DP match,
whereby a set of insertion, deletion and substitution probabilities
are initially assumed, and then refined based upon the generated
frequency counts. The refined set of probabilities is reapplied
within another DP match, either over a fixed number of
iterations, or until no significant changes are observed in the
probabilities of phone insertions, deletions and substitutions.

It was found that the iterative method of refining insertion,
deletion and substitution probabilities reduced the number of
equi-probable DP matches, to the extent that for the vast majority
of utterances only one possible mapping was obtained.
Furthermore, it was found that the iterative DP match, when
compared to the standard DP match, resulted in the formation of
a set of phone confusion probabilities which were more precisely
defined and subject to less noise.

The phone insertion, deletion and substitution matrices

formed in [8] also have application to alternative lexicon
pronunciation generation. The standard approach for determining
alternative lexicon pronunciations simply uses a DP match to
extract all the observed pronunciations of a word and then
extracts any pronunciations deemed to be significant. However,
an observed word pronunciation that differs from the lexical
pronunciation might arise from the lexicon pronunciation having
been effected by an HMM misclassification or co-articulation
effects. The standard approach does not attempt to classify
variations from the lexical pronunciation as being due to co-
articulation effects, HMM error or genuine alternative
pronunciations. By using the phone insertion, deletion and
substitution probability matrices it is possible to attempt such a
classification.

4. IMPROVED ALTERNATIVE PRONUNCIATION
GENERATION

The proposed technique can be separated into three different
stages, as follows:

Stage 1: The first stage is to segment the observed phone
sequence into phone strings corresponding to the word that was
pronounced. This can be accomplished through an application of
a standard DP algorithm to determine the location of the word
boundaries.

Stage 2: The next stage aims to statistically remove the effects of
co-articulation and HMM misclassifications, thereby permitting
the extraction of more accurate alternative pronunciations. This
can be accomplished by generating a list of possible
interpretations of the observed phone sequence, along with their
corresponding probabilities. Any interpretations whose
probability of occurrence exceeds a pre-determined threshold are
accepted as likely candidates for the pronunciation of that word,
all others are rejected. Note that such an approach permits the
possibility of the actual observed phone sequence being rejected
as a possible pronunciation if there is a high probability that the
observed phone sequence has been subjected to either co-
articulation effects or HMM recognition errors.

Stage 3: The final stage aims to select those pronunciation
alternatives which are significant. Based on the extracted
pronunciations, modified to take into account likely co-
articulation effects and HMM recognition errors, the most
prominent pronunciations may be extracted. In order to
accomplish this extraction, it is not only necessary to consider the
number of occurrences of a particular, distinct pronunciation but
also the probability of occurrence associated with each instance.
In effect, the probability associated with a particular
pronunciation provides a means of weighting that pronunciation.
Significant pronunciation alternatives might be selected on the
basis of those pronunciations whose accumulated probability
mass is greater than a certain threshold, which is likely to be
defined as a certain percentage of the total probability mass (as
shown in Figure 1. Hence, a probability can be determined for
each alternative pronunciation.
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 Word sequence

 Expected phone sequence

 Observed phone sequence

Stage 1 Word Segmentation

Figure 1 - Illustration of the processes involved in determining
alternative lexicon pronunciations

5. RESULTS & DISCUSSION
This section presents some preliminary experimental findings for
the improved method of automatically generating pronunciation
alternatives. These results will demonstrate the potential
capabilities of the described approach.

5.1. Experimental Conditions
All experiments were carried out using the well-known TIMIT
acoustic-phonetic database. Phonetic transcriptions for the
training and test data were created using the word transcripts and
dictionary provided with the database. 40 HMMs of the
phonemes in transcripts were then constructed using the training
data. Each model had 3 states, with 16 mixtures for each state.
These models were then used to recognise the phonemes in the
test data providing the recognition results  shown in Table 1.

Percent of Phonemes in Recognised Transcripts
Correct Accurate Substitutions Deletions Insertions Errors

58.32 50.98 31.25 10.42 7.346 49.02
Table 1 – HMM Recognition Results

The poor performance of these models can possibly be
attributed to the test data transcripts being constructed by
concatenation of the standard dictionary pronunciations, with no
allowance given at word boundaries for any co-articulation which
may have occurred between words. This was the desired affect as
we wanted the system to learn these co-articulation rules
automatically using the improved DP method outlined
previously.

The observed phoneme transcripts from these tests were
saved for use in the pronunciation extraction experiments.

5.2 DP mapping
A standard DP (SDP) method was used initially to map the
expected phoneme sequences onto those that were observed. For
many of the transcripts this produced several possible optimal
mappings. The improved DP (IDP) method was then used for the
same input and significantly reduced the number of possible
optimal mappings for most transcripts. The results of these two
methods can be seen in Table 2.

Number of Optimal Paths
1 2 3 4-6 7-10 11-20 21-50 51-100 101-1000 >1000

SDP 119 142 69 212 109 187 204 104 166 32
IDP 897 300 38 90 16 3 0 0 0 0
Table 2 – Illustration of path reduction capabilities of the IDP

5.3 Word Segmentation
The possible mappings from each of the above methods were
then segmented into sequences of phonemes which mapped to
the words in the transcripts. These were saved along with their
frequency of occurrence.

It was found that the IDP method reduced the average
number of phoneme sequences per word from 4.6 to 3.5. This
means that for many words, the SDP method proposes many
more pronunciation alternatives for words. This has the effect of
diluting the statistics which can be compiled for each of these
words leading to either incorrect pronunciation alternatives being
included in the lexicon or alternatively correct pronunciation
alternatives being too weak statistically to be included.

These lists were then pruned, retaining only those
pronunciations that accounted for 5% of the frequency mass. This
equates to those pronunciations with a frequency of at least 5%
of the sum of all frequencies of pronunciations for a particular
word.

5.4 Removal of Co-articulation and HMM Errors
Using the word segmentations from the IDP method along with
the compiled probability matrices containing probabilities of
individual co-articulation effects and HMM errors, a probabilistic
expansion of each of the segmentations was carried out as
detailed in Stage 2 of Figure 1. The expanded lists of phoneme
sequences were then pruned, retaining only those pronunciations
that were considered significant. In order to make a comparison
with the standard method using similar parameters, a significant
pronunciation equated to any pronunciation that accounted for at
least 5% of the combined probability masses of all the
pronunciations of the particular word, as shown in Stage 3 of
Figure 1.
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A comparison of the results obtained from this method and
those from the SDP and IDP methods where no probabilistic
expansion was carried out, is shown in Figure 2.

Figure 2 – Graph of number of words with certain numbers of
significant pronunciations as proposed by 3 different methods

As can be seen from Figure 2, the removal of errors and
other effects, reduced the number of pronunciation alternatives
being proposed for most words. This is desirable because, as has
been described before, if too many pronunciations are proposed
then there is potential for over generalisation leading to a poorer
performance of the lexicon.

5.5 Assessment of Proposed Pronunciation Alternatives
The proposed pronunciations for many of the words in the
vocabulary were assessed for their correctness as potential
variants of the pronunciation of the given word. The results for
some words are shown in Table 3.

Pronunciations proposed by each method
Word IDP (with co-

articulation and errors
removed)

IDP SDP

An /n/ /eh n/
/ah n/
/n/

/n/
/eh n/
/ah n/
/ih n/

If /ah f/ /ih/
/ih th/
/ih v/

/ih/
/ih th/
/ih v/

Heating /hh iy d ih ng/ /hh iy d iy n/
/hh iy d iy ng/
/hh iy d ih ng/
/hh iy d n g/
/hh iy ng/

/hh iy d ih ng f/
/hh iy d iy n/
/hh iy d iy ng/
/hh iy d ih ng/
/hh iy d n g/
/hh iy ng/

Table 3 – Illustration of pronunciation being proposed

The results shown in Table 3 give an indication of the
correctness of the pronunciations being proposed. The improved
method seems to propose more feasible pronunciations than the
other methods for many words, e.g. /ah f/ for the word ‘if’ is a
reasonable alternative to the canonical form /ih f/ as opposed to
/ih th/ which is probably due to an HMM misclassification of /f/
and /th/. The other two methods do also propose some feasible

pronunciation alternatives but these are intermingled with some
pronunciations which are obviously unreasonable, e.g. /hh iy d ih
ng f/ is unreasonable for the word ‘heating’.

6. CONCLUSIONS
The preliminary results presented here indicate that the new
pronunciation extraction method reduces the number of possible
pronunciation alternatives for most words.

From a small sample of the pronunciations being proposed,
it is indicated that the new method also proposes pronunciations
which are more reasonable as alternative pronunciations than the
other methods.  This is thought to be due to the removal of co-
articulation effects and HMM errors.

Based upon these results, we conclude that the new method
of automatically compiling pronunciation alternatives will
produce a lexicon, which contains fewer and more reasonable
pronunciations. The incorporation of this lexicon in a speech
recognition system may then produce higher accuacies.

7. FUTURE WORK
We will be investigating the effect of varying the parameters of
the method, such as the probability mass threshold. We will also
be applying the method to a larger speech database, possibly the
Wall Street Journal. We will then be testing the new lexicon in a
speech recognition system.
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